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Mission Statement
The stretch nozzle works unreliably, causes
insertion errors and avoids long relay nozzle
blowing times.

• Filling error 3 per 100,000 shots
• 80 % of the insertion errors can be traced back
to the stretch nozzle
• 30 % of the blowing time for
stretching/stabilisation phase after arrival of the
weft yarn
High compressed air costs
Loss of quality due insertion errors
German fabric industry:
• 54 weaving mills
• Foreign sales approx. 1.577 Mio. €
• Domestic turnover approx. 720 Mio. €
Economic benefits for SMEs:
Compressed air savings of 13 %/ Weaving mill
Reduction of weft errors by 42 %/weaving mill
Reduction of material by 2.5 cm/shot
Savings of 180.000€/a per weaving mill
Total savings of € 4.9 million/a

HybridCatch
Development of a mechanical-pneumatic
stretching and catching system for air-jet
weaving machines
Savings through hybrid
Catch and stretch system

thread arrival

40
MW

Avoidance of weft
errors caused by
Stretching nozzle

Target costs
max.
500 €/
System

Secure catching

With around 1,200 companies, the German textile and clothing industry is
one of the largest branches of industry in Germany. One of the main characteristics of this branch of industry is the high number of small and medium-sized enterprises (75%). In 2014, German weaving mills alone
achieved a turnover of € 1,577 million. There are 61 weaving companies in
Germany with a total of approx. 8,600 employees. The export quota of the
produced fabrics (e.g. for the automotive industry) amounts to approx. 54 %
with a foreign turnover of approx. 570 million €. Approximately 60 % of the
companies (in about 40 companies) are located in the field of technical textiles, which produce high-quality goods such as airbag fabrics.
The majority of technical fabrics are produced using the air-weaving process, which is currently the most productive weaving process. According to
ITMF, about 45 % of the weaving machines sold in Western Europe are air
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jet machines. The motivation for the research proposal is based on a recognised challenge from industry. During weft insertion, the stretching nozzle on air-jet weaving machines does not reliably capture and stretch the
weft thread. This misconduct leads to fabric defects. 60 - 80 % of machine
downtimes during the processing of staple fibres and up to 90 % of weaving
faults in filaments are due to weft faults. These faults are particularly problematic for technical products such as airbag fabrics. It is also possible that
weft defects can only be detected after layering. This often occurs, for example, with coating substrates for membranes. In order to remedy such
shooting errors, a longer blowing time of the relay nozzles, which is not
necessary for the process, is currently being accepted. Furthermore, the
length of the selvedge is increased so that the stretching nozzle can reliably
grip the thread.

In order to avoid weft errors, a new type of catching system is being developed within the scope of the project, which reliably tightens the weft yarn
and does not require any additional stabilisation. A hybrides catching and
stretching system for weft threads is planned, consisting of a pneumatic
and a mechanical component. Air-jet weaving machines can be retrofitted
with this system. With the help of the system, weft errors caused by the
stretching nozzle can be reduced by 42 % and the stabilization time for the
weft thread can be reduced so that approx. 13 % compressed air can be
saved. At the end of the project, an acceptable defect size for the industry
of approx. two weft defects per 100.000 weft entries can be achieved. Furthermore, the use of the new system will reduce the edge waste by 2.5
cm/weft insertion.
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